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Abstract: Although genocide is an expression commonly used today in relation to the dramatic challenges faces by indigenous peoples around the world, the significance of the Guarani-Kaiowa genocidal experience is not casual and cannot be merely sloganised. The indigenous genocide unfolding in the Brazilian State of Mato Grosso do Sul – Kaiowcide – is not just a case of hyperbolic violence or widespread murdering, but it is something qualitatively different from other serious crimes committed against marginalised, subaltern communities. Kaiowcide is actually the reincarnation of old genocidal practices of agrarian capitalism employed to extend and unify the national territory. In other words, Kaiowcide has become a necessity of mainstream development, whilst the sanctity of regional economic growth and private rural property are excuses invoked to justify the genocidal trail. The phenomenon combines strategies and procedures based on the competition and opposition between groups of people who dispute the same land and the relatively scarce social opportunities of an agribusiness-based economy. Only the focus in recent years may have shifted from assimilation and confinement to abandonment and confrontation, but the intent to destabilise and eliminate the original inhabitants of the land through the asphyxiation of their religion, identity and, ultimately, geography seems to rage unabated. In that challenging context, creative adaptation and collective resistance have been the most crucial requisites if the Guarani-Kaiowa had any intention to survive through recurrent genocides. Many lessons must be learned and could directly contribute to improve democracy, justice and the rule of law in the country.
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The Guarani-Kaiowa Genocidal Geography

Displacement and destabilisation of indigenous communities were among the first operations that helped to consolidate Brazil as a colony and later as a country, and all have continued ever since. From the Atlantic coast to the Western, Southern and Amazonian regions,
indigenous peoples and their lived territories were the obvious targets of colonisation and national building. One of the main groups affected by enslavement, exploitation and displacement were the Guarani, who used to occupy large parts of the Plata basin and were accordingly assaulted and enslaved from the early decades of Iberian conquest. Among the sub-groups of the large Guarani population subjected to this invasion, there is the Guarani-Kaiowa (previously described by other names), who especially in the last century were severely impacted by the invasion of their land and their confinement in small, utterly inadequate reservations. Because of the prime agricultural value of their ancestral land and resources, the strategic importance of the region for national development and the hostile attitudes of farmers, the practice of violence was the main channel of communication between the increasing number of settlers and the indigenous population. In addition to more regular aggressions in the form of massacres, cases of genocide typically happened when the Guarani-Kaiowa demonstrated their opposition to conquest and attempted to survive as a cohesive ethnic group in their original lands and territories. If brutal pressures were not sufficient to reduce their determination to recover the lost areas and restore key elements of traditional community life, genocide was the answer.

With around 50,000 individuals, the Guarani-Kaiowa are the second largest indigenous groups in Brazil today (the largest outside the Amazon) and maintain close connections with a population of the same ethnic group on the other side of the Paraguayan border, as well as with other indigenous peoples in the State of Mato Grosso do Sul (located on the border with Paraguay and Bolivia), particularly the Guarani-Ñandeva, who also belong to the Guarani nation, speak almost the same version of Guarani and live in the same or in surrounding areas. Numerous other confrontations have taken place in all over the region, attracting negative media attention and bad publicity for the farmers, although this does not seem to concern them particularly. The situation certainly became easier for the landowners to manage with the election of a neo-fascist president in 2018, who intensified the anti-indigenous and anti-life tendencies in national and local politics. Just like in Germany and Italy a century before, extreme right-wing politicians manipulated public opinion to win votes and advance a liberal, ultra-conservative agenda of reforms. The Federal Prosecution Service (MPF) recently commissioned a Brazilian and a North American university (UNISINOS and Cardozo Law School, Yeshiva University) to review the information available on twenty-four recent armed attacks on indigenous communities committed in the course of land disputes in Mato Grosso do Sul. In the report, published in 2019, experts concluded that the criminal incidents were not isolated but clearly interconnected with other forms of violence and could unequivocally be classified as crimes.
against humanity, considering that the aim of the farmers is always to expel people from private properties established in areas legitimately and legally recognised as indigenous lands.

The authors of violent, criminal attacks are typically abusive landowners who share discriminatory attitudes against ‘the sub-human Indians’ and operate in alliance with politicians (most of whom are landowners themselves) and through their private militias, known as *pistoleiros*. Because of the proliferation of farms and aggressive regional development policies, the Guarani-Kaiowa have lost around 99% of their ancestral land and been confined to the fringes of the hegemonic agribusiness-centred economy (according to CIMI, the Guarani-Kaiowa, in many cases together with Guarani-Ñandeva families, currently occupy only 70,000 hectares, what is less than 1% of their ancestral territory with more than eight million hectares, as officially recognised by the Federal Senate based on various technical reports). Like most other indigenous peoples in the South American continent, despite their rich knowledge and complex practices, the Guarani-Kaiowa were left in a difficult social and economic situation marked by widespread poverty and clear disadvantage compared to most other groups in the region. It is not difficult, therefore, to perceive that the Guarani-Kaiowa have lived, for many generations and over several centuries, at the centre of great injustices. Their existence has been significantly redefined by the struggle for land, and their world has been dramatically undermined and compressed. The Guarani-Kaiowa have paid a heavy price for who they are and where they live, amounting to a challenging geography that is complicated by the fact that their existence and intense socio-spatial interactions are deeply interconnected with the economic transformation of the region and the expansion of agribusiness production units.

Most observers believe that the situation is nothing other than genocide, and that those responsible for the genocidal fate of the Guarani-Kaiowa, including farmers, political leaders and members of agribusiness support organisations, bear criminal responsibility. For instance, in the words of professor João Pacheco de Oliveira, anthropologist at the National Museum (UFRJ), “these are the clearest circumstances in the country where the failure of the public authorities to comply with the law, and their collusion with the powerful, engenders absolute impunity, placing the Kaiowa as victims of a process of true genocide.” As in the case of North America, examined by Ostler, Guarani-Kaiowa leaders understood and denounced the fact that nation-building and frontier-making involved not only land grabbing but also the intention to totally annihilate their communities, people and nation; in other words, that the hostile intent behind development was serious and tangible. Between 2000 and 2019, the Guarani-Kaiowa was the indigenous group most severely assaulted in the country, with an annual average of 45 new cases and the assassination of 14 political leaders. In the years 2015 and 2016 alone, 33 attacks were
perpetrated by paramilitary groups against Guarani-Kaiowa communities. Moreover, the ongoing genocide in Mato Grosso do Sul has meant much more than just the loss of land and assassination of community members, but is rather a brutal mechanism of spiritual, social, economic and environmental destruction.

Genocide was officially, and famously, defined by the United Nations in 1948 as “acts committed with the intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group” as Article 2 of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. The definition was heavily influenced by the ideas of Raphael Lemkin, a Polish lawyer of Jewish descent, who clearly understood that genocide is a complex process that entails different means of destruction and, more important, it is more than ‘only’ mass murder or total obliteration, but it is related to various attempts to erase key features of a social or ethnic group. The shortcomings of the United Nations Convention, which largely disregarded important elements of Lemkin’s rich thinking, demonstrate the limitations of this official conceptualisation and legalistic terminology when dealing with the fate of non-Westernised social groups, particularly indigenous peoples. Based on the intellectual direction of the Convention, most definitions and conceptualisations of genocide have been biased towards the European context (as in relation to the tragic Armenian, Jewish and Bosnian experiences) and reflect liberal or Anglo-Saxon analytical categories that fall short of questioning the socio-political basis of the capitalist order. The basic assumption of the time was that the Holocaust was the paradigmatic and definitive example of genocide and, consequently, the Convention consolidated the predominant view that genocide necessarily involves the intentional mass killing of certain groups under the direction of the state\textsuperscript{viii}, dismissing the less intense, protracted elimination of indigenous groups attached to particular spatial settings. In this text, it will be argued that a genocide is essentially predicated upon, and starts with, the subtraction of key socio-spatial relationships that define ethnic groups (called here geocide), as has happened in processes of intense spatial and social unravelling in the Gaza Strip, Chechnya, Kashmir and Somalia.

As destructive as the grabbing of land, the killing of leaders and immiseration of Guarani-Kaiowa families is the denial of their humanity and the imposition of institutional rules centred on the market value of land and the short-term profitability of agribusiness commodities. The indigenous genocide unfolding in Mato Grosso do Sul is not just a case of hyperbolic violence or widespread murder, but something qualitatively different from other serious crimes. The phenomenon combines strategies and procedures based on direct opposition between groups of people who dispute the same land and the relatively scarce social opportunities of an agribusiness-based economy. The situation in Mato Grosso do Sul is even more painful because
the Guarani-Kaiowa are fully aware of being at the centre of an unstoppable genocide that is only the most recent stage in a long genocidal cycle. In this brutal context, resistance has been crucial for the Guarani-Kaiowa to have any chance of surviving, and resist they do. The lived, often tragic, trajectory of the Guarani-Kaiowa was central for the sustenance of the exploitative, rentist and wasteful politico-economy of Brazilian extractivist and agrarian capitalism. Yet it is still to be demonstrated that, whereas the subjugation of the Guarani-Kaiowa represented an important chapter of the colonisation of South American countries, the present-day genocide continues to be crucial for the maintenance of the regional economy and for the consolidation of export-oriented agribusiness in Mato Grosso do Sul. The Guarani-Kaiowa are both survivors and victims of a series of genocidal cycles. The Guarani-Kaiowa have endured various genocides over several generations, and their current existence remains a perennial struggle to contain and reverse these processes. This calls for a more careful consideration of the causes and ramifications of a genocidal tragedy that is constantly being denounced by the victims and their closest allies (to no avail).

There was historically a lack of the necessary respect for the rights of ethnic and social minorities in Brazil, despite the circumstantial change of rhetoric and some isolated measures. Not even during the almost three decades of greater social inclusion and relatively democratic rule – from 1988 to 2016 – there was much interest in addressing the demands of the indigenous peoples (as in the case of the construction of the Belo Monte dam in the Amazon, with massive negative impacts). The increasingly authoritarian regime installed in 2016 is only a more manifest expression of those tendencies and more directly reveals the persistence of old colonial attitudes and the contemporary widespread violence against the indigenous population of the country. Regarding the specific circumstances of the Guarani-Kaiowa, there was a real chance of compromise in 2007 when the federal government signed an agreement ordering the return of a minimal amount of land to indigenous families and communities. However, the promise was evidently never kept and the areas were not returned. In 1988 a similar solution had been agreed and simply ignored. Despite the fact that Brazil signed, and even helped to elaborate, the 1948 Convention and introduced legislation dedicated specifically to genocide in 1956 (Law 2,889, of 1 October 1956), convicting those accused of genocide has been impossible due to the conservative approach of the courts. No laws or agreements aiming to redress even a small part of the damage caused by land grabbing have been acceptable to those ‘masters of the universe’ in charge of (indigenous) life and death. Once again, national politics forced marginalised groups, living below the threshold, status and property of whiteness, into a socio-spatial position outside hegemonic economy, politics and the oppressive rule of law. Just as Germany today is less than
what it could have become if not for Nazism, and the United States is dwarfed by its own indigenous Holocaust, Brazil is haunted by the failure to rectify, at least partially, this major socio-spatial liability. Life through genocide is the perpetuation of centuries of socio-ecological devastation and Western intellectual, economic and religious arrogance. Genocidal crimes were not only committed against the Guarani-Kaiowa during colonisation, they happened yesterday, are being committed today, and most likely will happen again tomorrow and next year. This large-scale waste of human lives seems unstoppable and is even accelerating.

It is perhaps odd to interrogate the extent of today’s indigenous genocides, taking into account that for the for the indigenous peoples in the Americas – also described as native, ancestral, first nations, Fourth World or aboriginal peoples – the world, by and large, ended after the arrival of the European invaders several centuries ago. As observed by Viveiros de Castro and Danowski, the exploration initiated by Columbus was the ‘end of the world’ for most original inhabitants, and the small number who survived did so because of their usefulness as slaves or because they escaped to find refuge in remote areas. They know, better than anyone else, therefore, the meaning and the consequences of genocide. The indigenous genocide that transformed the American landscapes was just part of the massive effort to deal with mounting scarcities in Europe. While abundance was promised at the new frontiers, new rounds of scarcity emerged in both areas due to the internal dynamics of capitalism, notably the exploitation of society and of the rest of nature. As an important chapter of that long geography of conquest and annihilation, the contemporary genocidal pressure on the Guarani-Kaiowa is certainly unique but at the same time related to forms of prejudice and oppression employed during colonisation and the early history of Brazil, when indigenous peoples were basically treated as exotic relics of an ignoble past that had to be overcome. More than three centuries of intermittent clashes with the colonial enterprise, the commercial demands associated with the Second Industrial Revolution and the geopolitical stability that followed the end of the Paraguayan War (1864-1870) and triggered increasing exploitation of indigenous labour. From the last two decades of the nineteenth century, large-scale harvesting of *erva-mate* leaves was carried out by transnational corporations, making use of a semi-enslaved indigenous labour force. The process of land grabbing and commodification, which began in the early years of the last century and was augmented from the 1960s onwards with the expansion of export-based agribusiness, and led to the removal of most remaining vegetation, the aggravation of land disputes and, eventually, Kaiowcide.

A key message from Guarani-Kaiowa theology is that genocide is not unprecedented. However, that does not make it any less awful and despicable. The eschatological perspective of
the Guarani-Kaiowa adds some very special features to their life through genocide since colonisation. For instance, Guarani people have a particularly troubled and disconcerting relationship with death and are always extremely concerned about losing relatives and the possibility of dying alone. It is painful and unacceptable for them to show pictures of dead bodies and they carefully avoid images of deceased people, because these may attract bad spirits which will try to take them to the next world. According to Guarani religious beliefs, death is not the end of the story, but brings additional troubles to all involved. The Kaiowa feel particularly demoralised when, as happens quite often in attacks organised by hostile farmers, a relative is murdered and the body simply disappears. Another lesson from their tragic experience is that those at risk of suffering total destruction should mobilise the accumulated knowledge of the world, combined with past memories and spiritual support, and persevere in the pursuit of justice and shared goals. The Guarani-Kaiowa seem to have been doing all that for many years. They rapidly understood the methods and direction of colonisation and land grabbing since the end of the nineteenth century, and the values and attitudes of those coming to their territory in ever greater numbers, and had to develop adaptive responses to somehow mitigate the losses and coexist with aggressive competitors. Guarani-Kaiowa spatial controversies demonstrate that very few groups, if any, are more attuned to contemporary trends, or have a more active socio-spatial protagonism. Since the 1970s, the Guarani-Kaiowa, together with their brothers the Guarani-Ñandeva, have managed to reverse population decline, organised regular grassroots and inter-community assemblies [Aty Guasu], secured guaranteed spaces in public universities and forged important alliances with international organisations.

Before we progress further, it is necessary to explain that the methodological approach employed in this article can be defined as a contingent and combined ethnography, taking all methodological opportunities to accumulate information, learn together and make sense of deeply politicised processes that produce lived, contested spaces. It comprised community visits, meetings, interviews and attendance at religious ceremonies and public events, during fieldtrips between 2017 and 2020. The author was based in the city of Dourados, the regional hub, working with colleagues of the Federal University of Great Dourados (UFGD), particularly in the Department of Geography and in the indigenous college (FAIND). The main study areas, which were visited several times, were the reservations of Dourados, Caarapó, Amambai, Pirajuí and Laranjeira Ñandera. In total, 55 semi-structured interviews (mostly in Guarani, then translated into Portuguese) were conducted with members of the indigenous communities. In addition, there were 12 interviews with local authorities and social moment activists. In addition, the opportunity to entail informal conversations with multiple indigenous and non-indigenous
individuals, as suggested by Mignolo, complemented formal contacts and interviews. The project first entailed the construction of an equitable and productive dialogue with indigenous communities that required, first of all, an ethical and political commitment to avoid patronising stereotypes and utilitarian oversimplifications. This created an opportunity to bring together the emotional insights of personal narratives and instances of the cruel geography of exclusion and deprivation that underpins Kaiowcide. The (non-indigenous) researcher and author of this text tried to establish trusted connections with various communities and helped with the organisation of meetings and assemblies in 2018 and 2019, as the Aty Guasu and Kuñangue Aty Guasu (of indigenous women), protests against the new federal administration, meetings with regional authorities and visits of leaders to Europe. Those activities were carried out without romanticising events or political leaders, that is, avoid dealing with the ‘hyperreal Indian’ of many NGOs, a fantasy that reinforces the simulacrum image of indigenous people, supposedly pure, ecological, stoic, unadulterated.

The investigation considered that the notion of the Guarani-Kaiowa person emerges from relations across wider categories of their society, it is an intense dialectic between the self and their collective condition (hence their discrimination against single adult males). Indigenous identities are fluid and contingent, their narratives and engagement with place and space are mutable, not linear; all that invite and prompt experimentation, innovation, affection and partnerships. One important mediator between the researcher, non-indigenous research partners and indigenous communities were the growing number of Guarani-Kaiowa academics in local and national universities. The contribution of indigenous intellectuals triggered the reconsideration of century-old research practices and their present-day condition, which raised further questions and provoked meaningful exchanges between the indigenous and non-indigenous participants in the research. Due of long-lasting conflicts and repeated cases of extreme violence practiced by farmers and the police, the situation of the Guarani-Kaiowa has attracted growing attention by graduate students and researchers. On the other hand, because of numerous graduate students dedicated to the Guarani-Kaiowa experience, research fatigue was a real problem affecting the relation between academics and members of indigenous communities, something that was denounced several times in our interviews and meetings. Although the indigenous families naturally welcome scholars interested in their culture and difficult socio-political condition, at the same time they complain about the lack of communication after the research is concluded. Many individuals expressed a deep frustration with the arrival of new researchers trying to gain their trust and inquiring about details of their family life, memories, knowledge and personal relationships, but that in the end take a lot of their time for no direct or
indirect reward. It was therefore unacceptable for the Guarani-Kaiowa that researchers would not give clear feedback and yield some concrete benefit back to them in relation to their struggle for recognition, rights and land. As a response, the research effort needed to recognise that their political demands are complex, multiple and constantly changing because of lasting and rising problems.

The study also mobilised other empirical evidence, newspaper articles, government and NGO reports, statistics, historical data and multiple theoretical points to build an argument on the community-based political economy of reciprocity realised by the Guarani-Kaiowa – which has been under attack from wider socio-economic forces and also subject to internal community tensions – without going down the route of neo-populism or schematic localisms. Rather than a naïve attempt to ‘give voice to indigenous people’ which normally produces a simulacrum of their opinions and perspectives, the intention was to engage with real individuals and try to capture some of the complexity of their lived space. Our intention was to jointly reflect on a transformative indigenous geography that combines the commitment implicit in participatory action research and, in addition, the need to make sense of difficult situations fraught with injustices and ongoing territorial disputes. It was a challenging but rewarding attempt to remove prejudices and learn together. Indigenous co-researchers and informants were able to have control over collecting information about themselves, access and analyse information according to their own needs and goals, determining what and how it should be communicated. The research basically created a space to interrogate and theorise the world from the perspective of the indigenous groups, rethinking universal concepts and search for alternative socio-economic and political paths, particularly in relation to the ongoing and widespread violence. The next section will relate long genocidal trends with the anti-life management of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 that was very emblematic of long-lasting trends.

**Brazilian Genocidal Context: Before and Because of Covid-19**

Supernatural threats and sensitivities in relation to the afterlife have become an extra burden for the Guarani-Kaiowa because of regular massacres and persistent violence, but the dangers reached a new peak in 2020 with the Covid-19 outbreak. Like other indigenous peoples in Brazil, the Guarani-Kaiowa were severely impacted by the disease and suffered great disruption to their already difficult lives. The pandemic further exposed the commodification of conventional medicine, the acute failure of risk management approaches and, in particular, the ineptitude of the Brazilian government, which tried to deny and detach itself from the crisis, and
often aggravated the transmission of the disease and undermined medical services. In this tragic context, the handling of public health by the neo-fascist administration brought a new order of magnitude in terms of threats and misinformation. The Guarani-Kaiowa have traditionally feared mystical beings, such as a well-known snake spirit, a type of boa constrictor, whose manifestation is considered a serious indication that relatives will die in unexplained circumstances, one after another. However, it is possible to infer, based on the indigenous traditions, that the mythological boa constrictor has become very real and disturbingly present in the person of President Jair Bolsonaro, a recognised fascist with an inflammatory rhetorical style and zero administrative experience, just like his German predecessor Adolf Hitler in 1933. During the electoral campaign of 2018, won in dubious political circumstances, Bolsonaro’s image was shaped by systematic media and Internet manipulation.

The Covid-19 virus arrived in Brazil in 2020, brought by travellers arriving from rich countries where the outbreak was already rampant. Not much was expected from a government with a fascist-neoliberal agenda that was doing everything possible to maximise alienation, labour exploitation and environmental destruction. The attitudes of the Bolsonaro administration were not new, but displayed similarly arrogant and reckless attitudes to those assumed during the Spanish Flu pandemic in 1918, when public authorities and medical officers refused to take effective measures, leading to more than 35 thousand deaths, including the Brazilian president at the time, Rodrigues Alves. Authoritarianism, vulgarity and obscurity were not enough: the president adopted a distinctive anti-people, anti-life and pro-Coronavirus rhetoric. First, Bolsonaro ignored the risks, mocked the disease and called it a ‘minor flu’ [gripezinha]. Then he claimed to be immune and to have superpowers, although almost 30 people on the presidential airplane were infected with Covid-19 after a trip to Florida in March when Bolsonaro met his idol, Donald Trump. Even before the election, the president and his team made regular use of Nazi symbols. This continued after the inauguration with, for instance, the public use of the Auschwitz motto ‘work sets you free’ [Arbeit macht frei] by the Secretariat of Communication and a proto-Nazi video made by the Secretary of Culture that reproduced imagery from a famous advertisement made by Joseph Goebbels.

One of the most emblematic episodes happened on 28 April 2020: when asked by journalists to respond to the fact that thousands of Brazilians were sick and dying, Bolsonaro replied: “So what? What do you want me to do?” [E daí? Quer que eu faça o quê?]. Previously he had declared that he was not a gravedigger [Eu não sou coveiro, tá?] and, for that reason, could do nothing in response to the deaths. On the same day, the Covid-19 death toll in Brazil overtook that of China (5,017 compared to 4,637), which was treated as irrelevant by the government. The
The president’s ‘so what?’ [E daí?] spoke volumes about the past and present of national politics, and the sad reality that the great majority of the population is regarded not only as second class, but that their lives are disposable and worthless to those in positions of power. The country was built on the same ‘so what?’ every time the fate of slaves and deprived groups was exposed. The terrible events associated with Covid-19 revealed a great deal again about the mindset and the political means of Brazilian conservative groups, whenever formal democracy and the rule of law become too high a price to pay.

Bolsonaro, as the palpable manifestation of the mythical boa constrictor, did everything in his power to favour the virus and dismiss the suffering of millions of families. In the middle of June, when the country was approaching 900,000 official cases and more than 44,000 official deaths, the president continued to express disregard for the loss of human lives, and the country still had no health minister (as mentioned, the ministry had been occupied by a group of army generals and colonels with no health training, but who had doubled their salaries to around US$ 200,000). In his daily public meetings with supporters at the entrance to the presidential residence (encounters which grew so tense that the main TV channels and newspapers removed their journalists due to the risk of assault by fanatical supporters and vicious abuse from the president himself, which had repeatedly occurred), Bolsonaro concentrated on virulent attacks against any opposition movements and on trying to protect his clan from mounting accusations of corruption and mismanagement, including allegations made directly to Supreme Court judges. His only comments on the Covid-19 crisis were to defend Chloroquine, incite his followers to invade hospitals to check whether there was any spare capacity (which would supposedly indicate that the situation was not too bad, ignoring measures taken by hospitals and state governors to increase hospital capacity) and, implicitly, insult medical professionals.

The above is just a brief account of a much more complex and extremely upsetting public health catastrophe (by March 2021, more than 12 million Brazilians had been infected and rate of daily deaths was the highest in the planet, with more than 300,000 casualties and the collapse of the health system), but it illustrates how the legacy of the colonial past has never really disappeared or healed. The Coronavirus pandemic is just one of many such moments when the reality of the situation faced by the most vulnerable and exposed social groups has been highlighted, justifying the unapologetic use of the word genocide. On 25 March 2020, due to the actions and mismanagement of the Bolsonaro government, Google searches for ‘genocide’ increased by 100% in Brazil and the expression was briefly used by leading politicians and even the supreme court in reference to the failures of public policies. Not unexpectedly, the social group with the highest vulnerability and largest number of victims and deaths, proportionately,
was the indigenous population. The genocidal attack was already being promoted by the Bolsonaro government before the Covid-19 outbreak. Since the earliest days of the administration, international media and numerous organisations had accused the president of ‘declaring war’ on indigenous peoples by offering incentives to farmers and ranchers to increase deforestation and burn the Amazon with impunity, undermining the protection of existing indigenous lands and the demarcation of new ones (including many already determined by the judiciary, in vain), and encouraging invaders to occupy indigenous areas and attack vulnerable communities. Despite being told by the Supreme Court, the government did not adopt any of the measures imposed by the judiciary and continued to downplay the significance of the pandemic and challenge the number of victims. The president just shrugged his shoulders and repeatedly said that it was business as usual, given that ‘everybody dies one day’. As a result, the main thing the indigenous population could do was to take action independently of the health authorities and erect barriers to isolate their communities from outside contact.

That is exactly what the Guarani-Kaiowa tried to do, making use of the efficient coordination between external representatives and local leaders. Nonetheless, it was difficult to secure complete social segregation considering the need to go to regional towns to collect the meagre support offered by the government. The disease quickly spread in the reservation and soon reached other indigenous areas and neighbouring abattoirs. In May 2020, the various organisations that represent the indigenous communities declared state of emergency over Covid-19 due to the failure of public health services and the impossibility to maintain social distance in overcrowded reservations such as Dourados. In their public statement, the situation was treated as another massacre of indigenous lives that echoed colonial violence. In interviews conducted via telephone during the pandemic, members of the indigenous communities expressed their frustration at another serious public health and services crisis, coupled with expressions of racism and misrepresentation of the most basic community needs. Community members were trying to make sense of a troubled reality and seeking additional support from the shamans, who were using all their knowledge and medicinal plants in an attempt to reduce the communities’ vulnerability. At least 73 barriers were placed on the roads by the Guarani-Kaiowa communities during the 2020 lockdown and apparently contributed significantly to reduce virus transmission, somehow mitigating the most negative repercussions of the attitudes of the mythical boa constrictor.

The Geocide-Genocide-Massacre Nexus
As affirmed by Maybury-Lewis, the “Americas furnish the oldest and most dramatic example of the treatment of indigenous peoples. It was the invasion of the Americas that marked the beginning of European expansion and it was the Indians of the Americas who have borne the brunt of their indigenous status for the longest time.”\textsuperscript{xv} The main tool used by the invaders was outright genocide, which paved the way for their territorial and extractive plans and for the consolidation of a mercantilist economy based on slavery and racially driven killing. The American landscapes, which had been transformed over millennia by socio-ecological interaction between human and more-than-human agents, were simply considered \textit{terra nullius} by the European invaders, that is, it was nobody’s property, free to be grabbed by those moving from the East hungry for profit. In effect, the aggressors themselves nullified and ruined everything blocking their way to personal enrichment, equipped with firearms and royal and papal decrees guaranteeing them access to the world of peoples never heard of before. The “expansion of the frontier, and the suppression of Indian rebellions, provided a continuing pretext for both genocidal massacres and enslavement.”\textsuperscript{xvi} Social destabilisation and destruction happened not only through the direct assassination of individuals and groups, but also through the spread of diseases and the imposition of the European religion. In the end, the indigenous peoples had only a handful of choices: integrate into ethnocidal policies and Christian theology, resist (and be eliminated), or migrate to new areas where they had to cope with unfamiliar, inhospitable environments and often enemy nations.

The primary motive for the elimination of the autochthone nations has been territoriality (settler colonisation), but not always, as in the case of the fur trade in Canada or the exploitation of labour in the Peruvian mines. This rationale of displacement and conquest continued to underpin national development and state building when the management of the former colonies was transferred to newly formed ‘independent’ governments. Evans and Thorpe aptly propose the concept of ‘indigenocide’ to describe the theoretical and practical procedures that made indigenous peoples less valued than the land they inhabited and which was wanted by the invaders.\textsuperscript{viii} ‘Indigenocide’ contrasts with state-driven, industrial and bureaucratic genocides, such as the Jewish Holocaust, and happens when land is intentionally invaded, for as long as it is necessary or possible, leading to the killing of the original inhabitants, classified as the lowest form of humanity and deserving of extermination. According to Evans and Thorpe, ‘indigenocide’ has five elements, namely, land invasion, conquest of the indigenous people, killing and reduction of this population, their depreciation by the invaders, and the destruction of their religious systems. The idea of ‘indigenocide’ is certainly sound and helpful in terms of understanding the specificities of indigenous genocides, but it is necessary to scrutinise it in
relation to the various criteria discussed above. First, the question of intentionality, which in the
definition of ‘indigenocide’ seems to echo the provisions of the 1948 Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, has already been extensively considered
in the previous sections, where it was argued that indirect acts of violence and incidental
measures, such as the spread of contagious diseases, can also amount to genocide.

Second, it appears restricted to the classical model of land invasion followed by social
and religious abuses and concentrated mass assassination, which are certainly relevant for the
characterisation of the crime but fall short of exhausting other possible genocidal strategies. “A
discussion of genocide as practiced against indigenous peoples should not (…) focus solely or
even principally on deliberate attempts to massacre entire societies. Often the widespread dying
resulted not so much from deliberate killing but from the fatal circumstances imposed by the
imperialists on the conquest.”

In effect, the historical experience shows that in almost all
indigenous genocides, including the decimation of entire nations in the sixteenth century in the
Americas, most victims perished in the course of short-term clashes interspersed with long
phases of low belligerence but sustained antagonism and brutal treatment by the state and by
companies or groups of individuals in search of resources, land or labour. The genocide of
indigenous peoples is normally lived and endured over several years or decades, during which the
victims are not passive but try to react and resist whenever the conditions are ripe. Many
accounts of indigenous assimilation and killing, including Lemkin’s own position, describe
indigenous groups as lacking agency, ignoring their reactions, and adaptability and, particularly in
the early stages of colonisation, the still tenuous European grip on power.

Third, it is not the scale or rate of killing that determines whether an indigenous genocide
is taking place but the systematic and brutal imposition of oppressive actions and norms that
make it extremely difficult for indigenous people to survive and reproduce. An indigenous
genocide, as a period of intense social destruction and the loss of a significant proportion of the
population, is not an isolated phenomenon, but is preceded and supervened by a broader process
of world grabbing, that is, the subtraction and invalidation of the indigenous world. This longer
and deeper process can be described as geocide, which is not merely the recognition of a major
antagonism between indigenous and non-indigenous peoples but encapsulates the intolerance
and destructive impetus of more powerful invaders. Genocide is dialectically connected with, and
predicated upon, the subtraction of the indigenous world, what is here called geocide. Geocide is
the language and technology of colonisation, which gradually eliminates any remaining
opportunities for indigenous people to maintain their collective and individual lives. It entails
micro- and macro-dynamics of violence that consolidate prejudices, difference and rivalries and,
depending on the nature of the disputes and the balance of power, can spark a genocide. There are also isolated or more circumscribed cases of lethal violence in the form of massacres, which also have geocide as their deep-rooted motivation. Indigenous genocides are predicated upon geocide, which is the more permanent driving-force underpinning the socio-spatial relationship between indigenous people and the potential perpetrators of genocide. In other words, genocide and massacres are the visible face of the subterranean phenomenon of geocide, and these relatively shorter processes typically erupt when indigenous groups resist and attempt to react against geocide. The geocide-genocide nexus is a dialectical synthesis of the lived spatial experience of indigenous peoples amid capitalist relations of production and reproduction. A genocide ultimately happens when the perverse geocidal order derails, not because the system collapsed, but because it needs these moments of intense destruction to maintain the perverse, highly asymmetric balance of power.

Geocide is an expression of what the indigenous scholar Taiaiake Alfred describes as situations in which native peoples have inherited “relationships founded on hatred and violence and a culture founded on lies to assuage the guilt or shame of it all,” and where victims and perpetrators alike continue to deny their shared past and the corresponding moral implications. World subtraction, which is implicit in geocide, is more than just the grabbing of land and resources, but entails the erosion of existing or potential social relations. Before an actual genocidal experience a series of ‘preconditions’ must be fulfilled, first of all the reduction of the victims to something less than human, worthless and “outside a web of mutual obligations”, as well as the degradation of the perpetrators to criminals or pathological individuals. It is perhaps ironic that the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, passed in 2007, itself incorporated a sense of geocide in its definition of such social groups. The text of this declaration states that indigenous peoples are those with a historical and geographical continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies, and that still consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing in their territories. In this sense, they form minority, non-dominant sectors of national societies and struggle to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral lands and ethnic identity which are the basis of their continued existence according to their own social institutions and traditional practices. The Declaration suggests that for a group to become indigenous (in general rather than in terms of any particular ethnic denomination) their land must have been invaded and there must be some geocidal antagonism from other social groups. As such, the definition has an inadvertent backward-looking connotation that perpetuates the idea that geocide is essential for a group to be
considered indigenous, which is certainly important as a political gesture but is also ontological restrictive.

Fourth, and also very important, significant controversy has arisen over whether the definition of genocide should be limited to the elimination of a genos, an ethnicity or nationality, evidently following the perpetrators’ definition of an ethnic minority, or whether its scope should be broadened to include atrocities based on class identity and politico-economic disputes amplified by references to ethnicity and belonging. Nonetheless, this is a false dichotomy and questions related to ethnicity of indigenous people, as demonstrated by the incidence of racism, discrimination and segregation, cannot be separated from the exploitation of the indigenous labour force by the owners of the means of production. This apparent separation between ethnic or class-based oppression, which could independently lead to genocides, is reconciled through the control of state action. There exists a politico-economy of genocide that is not restricted to past events and continues to shape political interventions in favour of or against new genocides. As observed by Bauman, genocide is a rare event but not without major socio-political repercussions, and it reveals a great deal about the shortcomings of Modernity (particularly in the twentieth century) and helps us to interrogate the present condition of the world. The same global society that made the Holocaust possible still exists, and there was nothing in that society that could stop it from happening during the war or that could stop it from happening again today. Some take genocide to be an aberrant act, but its roots are really in the “process of historical development out of which our entire, global, political-economic system has emerged.”

Genocide is the contingent and concentrated manifestation of more perennial and dispersed forms of socio-spatial violence involved in the subtraction of the indigenous world (geocide). The long and gradual unfolding of geocide – according to a politico-economic and ideological regime that connects local circumstances with national trends – guarantees the necessary conditions for the occurrence of regular genocidal episodes during conquest and colonisation. In schematic terms, geocide is the world subtraction caused by the arrival of new groups and the imposition of new socio-economic relations, while genocide is a moment of concentrated social destruction, group displacement, violent attacks or severe negligence. The notion of geocide refers to a long-term process of brutal disqualification, exploitation and appropriation of land from the ancestral inhabitants of a territory who find themselves in the way of the economic, spatial or political gains expected by invaders and colonisers. Genocide, in turn, is the more intense destruction of social groups, carried out over a relatively shorter time, through direct or indirect measures (direct measures could include the use of firearms and the
capture and execution of target populations, while indirect measures could include spreading disease or provoking regular road accidents). Genocide is nonetheless predicated upon the progress of geocide, and therefore the connection between geocide and genocide is not just temporal, but deeply dialectical and associated with acute politico-economic disputes. Geocide is the destruction and theft of somebody else’s world and during the long-lasting geocidal process there will be stages when the oppressed themselves become vulnerable to elimination: these are the moments when genocides take place.

As emphasised already in the previous pages, genocides occur independently of direct intention and through actions that may be to a greater or lesser degree deliberate, but which result in the partial or total annihilation of groups or societies. Therefore, genocides do not happen by chance or in socio-spatial vacuums; rather, people are attacked or contaminated by new pathogens because of who they are and where they live. Victims of genocide may also include those who have tried to oppose geocidal violence, as in some circumstances the repressive reactions of those in charge of geocide can pave the way to genocide. As Moses argues, genocides are moments of concentrated violence that result from long gestation processes leading to growing disputes and eventual confrontation. Finally, to complete the picture, not all instances of aggression and murder clearly amount to genocide, but there are also cases of sporadic and opportunistic violence committed because of the persistence of geocide. These include massacres of various numbers of individuals, who may, for example, be attacked during protests or during the reoccupation of indigenous lands. Massacres and genocides are the most striking and graphic manifestations of the ongoing processes of lower-level violence, and occasional killing, that characterise geocide. Indigenous massacres may happen as part of wider processes of genocide or take place in circumstances that appear to be isolated but are in fact associated with geocide. Figure 1 summarises the geocide-genocides-massacre nexus and shows how these processes may evolve over time.
This conceptualisation of the socio-spatial association between geocide, massacres and genocide will facilitate the comprehension of indigenous genocides as quantitatively and qualitatively different from comparable non-indigenous phenomena. Indigenous genocides, typically associated with settler colonisation, resource exploitation and the formation of economic frontiers by attracting national and international migrants, contrast with the other forms of genocide which are more commonly caused by religious, political and ethnic rivalries between social groups with previous connections. In general terms, although these other genocides also have long-term socio-economic motivations and are the consequences of multiple tensions accumulated over time, these are primarily related to specific non-economic disputes. This was broadly the case with religious-ethnic intolerance towards Jews in many parts of Europe prior to the Holocaust, where Jewish people often occupied significant economic and professional roles and generally maintained reasonable levels of social integration before the genocides. An indigenous genocide, on the other hand, is basically a consequence of an attempt to transform and expropriate an indigenous group’s whole world through denial of their very existence and undermining of their ethnic identity (geocide). Indigenous genocides are instrumental in eradicating obstacles to state power, personal gain and regional economic growth, which are all goals that require the more prolonged destruction and radical transformation of socio-spatial settings via geocide. Indigenous genocides are, therefore, predicated upon geocide as part of the formation of different social, economic and socio-ecological patterns. In other words, the recourse to genocide is perfectly justified, according to the agenda of colonisation and domination, to complement the more extensive geocidal violence.

Figure 4.1 – Schematic Illustration of the Geocide-Genocide-Massacre Nexus
employed to pave the way for appropriation of the assets and riches of indigenous inhabitants in coveted areas. Indigenous peoples are certainly victims of genocide because of who and where they are, which is ideologically transformed into something incompatible with the socio-spatial objectives of people who have become antagonists because of specific historical circumstances.

Kaiowcide: Consolidating the Power of Agribusiness

Informed by the geocide-genocide-massacre nexus discussed in the previous pages, it can be seen that the socio-spatial trajectory of the Guarani-Kaiowa in Mato Grosso do Sul has involved aggressive appropriation of their world (geocide), repeated efforts to directly or indirectly destroy their communities and destabilise their social organisation and socio-spatial relations (genocide), and numerous isolated assassinations of leaders, community members and even children (massacres). At the same time, the struggle of the Guarani-Kaiowa for the recognition of their most basic rights has important parallels with the class-based struggle of landless peasants and marginalised urban groups in Brazil. Each indigenous group is unique, and defining features of the Guarani-Kaiowa include precisely their ability to preserve their language (a version of Guarani) and maintain a relatively large and unified social identity amidst a series of interrelated genocides. It has been reported in several documentaries, movies and UN reports, and the images of protest, police repression, dead bodies, miserable living conditions and dirty children have circulated around the world. Still, the Guarani-Kaiowa remain the most threatened indigenous population in Brazil, denied recognition of their original lands and subject to systematic abuses and exploitation. The indigenous groups and extended families that are now described as Guarani-Kaiowa (and Paĩ-Taviterã in Paraguay) have been living through a series of genocides for more than four centuries.

Since the seventeenth century, after the arrival of the first Spanish and Portuguese explorers and the formation of the Jesuit reductions, repeated genocides have been perpetrated against the Guarani-Kaiowa as part of the much wider geocide carried out against Tupi-Guarani nations in the Plata river basin and along the Brazilian coast. Genocides during this period were poorly recorded but basically involved attracting indigenous people to the Jesuit missions, or capturing and enslaving them. Subsequent genocides happened for various reasons. Initially, these included the expansion of landed property and the extraction of erva-mate in indigenous lands in the context of nation building. Later, genocides resulted from the expansion of a highly peripheral form of agrarian capitalism, which culminated in the promotion of a state-led National Agricultural Colony of Dourados (CAND), through Decree 5,941/1943, and, after its failure in
the 1950s, the consolidation of an economic model based on export-oriented agribusiness production and large private properties. During this phase, genocides happened through displacement, confinement, assimilation and tutelage.

The most recent and ongoing process of indigenous genocide affecting the Guarani-Kaiowa since the 1970s – described here as Kaiowcide – corresponds to the cross-scale effort to consolidate the agribusiness-based economy, the growing neoliberalisation of production, rapid urbanisation, the serious deterioration of living conditions inside and outside the reservations, and the introduction of formal democratic legislation. From the perspective of the agribusiness sector, the presence of a contemporary indigenous population is no more than a leftover from violent skirmishes that happened decades ago during the conquest of the territory, and indigenous people constitute a horde of desolate, strange people who only have themselves to blame for their fate. According to this argument, indigenous groups wish to return to the pre-colonial past, while the future ‘clearly’ belongs to the expansion of agribusiness exports. The decisive cause of Kaiowcide is not simply the cumulative result of those ongoing changes, but precisely a coordinated attempt to contain the bottom-up reactions of the Guarani-Kaiowa to economic and socio-spatial forms of exploitation. Figure 2 schematically shows the three main phases of the genocidal experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schematic Moments of the Guarani-Kaiowa Genocide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17th-19th Century Conquest and Enslavement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forced labour and population control Assimilation, exploitation and tutelage Extirmination, financialisation and juridical asphyxia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 – Key Phases of the Prolonged Guarani-Kaiowa Genocide

The expression ‘Kaiowcide’ is employed here because of its semantic connotations, as it has the advantage of being immediately comprehensible and connected with the same series of words as genocide and jewicide, as proposed by the linguist Gilles Petrequin and the historian
Arno Mayer, while it is capable of recording the genocidal tragedy in all its terrible detail, without trivialising or mystifying it. It is, in that sense, comparable also to the diaspora, the oppression and the killing of civilians described as kurdicide, among other similar processes affecting Armenians, Palestinians and other nations. Kaiowcide has both descriptive and normative meanings, as it explains the distinctive genocidal practices adopted during a moment of formal democratic liberties but economic and judicial authoritarianism since the 1980s, as well as recognising the astute political agency of indigenous groups living through a present-day genocide. While new legislation recognised the rights of ancestral peoples to maintain their indigenous identities indefinitely (rejecting assimilation and tutelage), genocide continues through neoliberal economic and ideological constructs that guarantee high levels of alienation and homogenisation through market consumerism, evangelical protestantism and the financialisation of all aspects of life. Despite legal and constitutional improvements, most public authorities prefer to look the other way and hope that the indigenous population will renounce their ethnic claims and become indistinguishable from other poor Brazilians. Consequently, Kaiowcide has entailed killing both through the imposition of market-based interpersonal relations (e.g. hyper-exploitation of indigenous workers and the renting out of indigenous land to agribusiness) and, as in the past, 'conventional' murder by state police or paramilitary militias (and increasingly by drug dealers too). The main claim here is that Kaiowcide has dramatically impacted the Guarani-Kaiowa in recent decades – which remains clearly connected to genocide and is the continuation of previous genocidal phases – because it is a counterreaction of land grabbers, reactionary judges and politicians and the repressive agencies of the state apparatus against a legitimate and determined indigenous mobilisation for the restoration of land-based relationships and for better social, political and economic opportunities. Kaiowcide is a renewed, bespoke and ongoing phenomenon of brutal socio-spatial elimination taking place in a context dominated by agribusiness farmers and the prevalence of globalised, urban values.

It is precisely because the Guarani-Kaiowa decided to react to the genocidal violence associated with agribusiness production, making good use of novel politico-institutional spaces, that they have been targeted for further rounds of genocide, now in the form of Kaiowcide. In other words, Kaiowcide is not happening because of a lack of political resistance, but precisely as a result of the ability and determination of the Guarani-Kaiowa to fight for what they consider legitimate demands. The main argument here is that Kaiowcide is a form of genocide that has occurred because of the political reaction of the Guarani-Kaiowa, since the late 1970s, against a long genocidal process that escalated with the advance of an agribusiness-based economy. The key analytical challenge involved in making sense of Kaiowcide is to connect the widespread
hardships faced by the communities with the collective mobilisation of groups dispersed in the territory and capable of coordinating effective political initiatives. It is necessary to comprehend that, because of the persistence of a genocidal milieu in the region, mobilisation to oppose it has triggered a new and more sophisticated type of genocide – that is, Kaiowcide – that combines, among other strategies, the manipulation of the rule of law and court decisions with the operation of paramilitary forces and enhanced state repression. In historical terms, Kaiowcide corresponds to the violence and deception of neoliberalised agribusiness, which is both explicit and embedded in aggressive mechanisms of mass production and elitist property rights. The ambiguity of Kaiowcide, combining both innovative and apparently archaic forms of cruelty, is also an emblematic hallmark of neoliberalised agribusiness, which seems to offer a solution to food insecurity but in effect maintains and aggravates malnutrition, risks and socio-ecological degradation.

The more recent genocidal phase combines elements of state abandonment and political persecution with a range of violent measures stimulated and facilitated by the exploitative pattern of regional development. Kaiowcide has certainly incorporated additional unique features, such as the need to respond to international public opinion and give the impression that the actions of agribusiness organisations are legal and legitimate, but it also dialectically preserves elements of the most primitive brutality employed by the Jesuits, kings and conquistadores in the past. Even so, there is a subtle but important difference between previous genocides associated with space invasion and ethnic cleansing and the systematic attempts to contain and undermine the Guarani-Kaiowa socio-political revival since the 1970s through Kaiowcide. In the previous phases, the Guarani-Kaiowa were subjugated by Catholic missionaries and attacked by bandeirantes and encomienderos, were converted into semi-enslaved labourers working in the production oferva-mate and occasional farm labourers [changueiros] recruited (ironically) for the removal of the original vegetation, while also being expected to remain in small, inappropriate reservations and having their identity rapidly diluted as a consequence of individualising policies (as in the case of the division of the reservations into family plots of land instead of collective areas). These past experiences form the basic etiology of Kaiowcide, considering that the long process of colonisation, territorial conquest and settler migration paved the way for the subordinate insertion of Brazil into globalised agribusiness markets and the consolidation of agrarian capitalism in Mato Grosso do Sul.

The more diffuse and less evident basis of indigenous genocides, which the literature often treats as politicide, gendercide and culturicide, was certainly present in the previous two phases of the long Guarani-Kaiowa genocidal experience (Figure 2), but the important difference
is that in the past the aim was to assimilate and proletarianise the indigenous population, while under Kaiowcide the goal is to contain the possibility of political revolt through mitigatory measures, alienating religiosity and encouraging consumerist behaviours, as well as intimidation and the suppression of legitimate land claims through lengthy court disputes complemented by the operation of paramilitaries and private farm militias. Note that the deadly features of Kaiowcide go beyond the boundaries of politicide, as the victims have been targeted because of the perpetrators’ prejudices against Guarani heritage and ethnicity. Moreover, it is also more than ethnocide (as conceptualised by Mann\textsuperscript{xxxiv}) because there has been a clear intention to kill the leaders of the indigenous mobilisation. It also has elements of culturicide, but goes beyond that because Kaiowcide entails forced movement and murder. In practice, all these processes converge and reinforce each other. The genocidal practices of Kaiowcide have been greatly facilitated by the fabricated invisibility and neglect of indigenous communities by the vast majority of the regional population, who prefer to remain ignorant of the crude realities of life for the Guarani-Kaiowa.

As a result, Kaiowcide has not only lasted for several years now, but has created a self-reinforcing mechanism in the stimulation of novel forms of reaction and counteraction. There is a vicious circle that constantly reinvigorates Kaiowcide: the Guarani-Kaiowa react to previous genocides and then have to be crushed through new cycles of genocide, which inevitably, because of their active political agency, spark fresh reactions and enflame additional genocidal measures. The agribusiness community and state armed forces have the necessary resources to buy equipment, guns and bullets, recruit mercenaries, lawyers and judges, and sustain an aggressive media campaign in defence of the highly perverse status quo. Their strength is entirely dependent on the brutality of the state apparatus, the inscrutability of the legal system and the profitability of export-oriented agriculture production. The Guarani-Kaiowa, by contrast, forge ahead through a horizontal power network based on a family support system, reliant on the wisdom and prestige of respected community elders and religious notables (often the same individuals). The brutal elimination of any one person is bitterly felt and will be always remembered by the communities, but the non-Western mentality of indigenous peoples is much less individualistic, and they are therefore able to more effectively respond to the losses of chiefs, elders, shamans and community members. Cross-community political alliances and mutual support are centred around personal reputation, family bonds and interactions with the common ancestral land rather than money, material resources and external lobbying influence. Highly prestigious leaders live in apparently destitute conditions, whilst retaining voice and influence because of their knowledge, religious status and ability to provide effective guidance.
Kaiowcide is, therefore, the coordinated and renovated, in a particular moment of national politics and the transition to a post-industrial economy, attempt to annihilate, repress and contain the Guarani-Kaiowa precisely when they have been able to challenge the accumulated consequences of agrarian capitalism and frontier-making in the service of conservative national development. Distinct from the graphic narratives of other contemporary genocidal processes, the victims of Kaiowcide are not calculated in thousands of deaths. The total number of fatalities in the last four decades, including the murders of leaders and community members using firearms and other weapons, amounts to several hundred victims, which is certainly significant in a population of around 50,000. But this is only a small fraction of the total losses due to road accidents, suicides of adults and teenagers, child mortality and deaths related to the miserable conditions in the reservations, encampments and shanty towns. In other words, if violent murders of indigenous persons are recurrent news in Mato Grosso do Sul, a much larger number of deaths have been caused by a lack of proper housing, malnutrition, contaminated water, mental illness and inadequate medical assistance (often related to the lack of transport connections and infrastructure needed to transport patients to distant hospitals). As Levene theorises, genocides presume a reified treatment of the victims, who are considered generic strawmen and no longer seen as real people. Indigenous identities and social organisation have been devalued, and aspects of the Guarani-Kaiowa way of life are persistently scorned and even criminalised (as in the case of collecting medicinal plants on private farms). A new social reality was imposed by the perpetrators of genocide and reinforced by constantly renewed feelings of hatred towards indigenous people. Furthermore, the reductionist modus operandi of agribusiness, which reduces ecosystems to farmland and biodiversity to a few varieties of a single crop, echoes the reifying pressures of Kaiowcide, which contrast directly with the Guarani-Kaiowa mindset that puts strong emphasis on the uniqueness of locations, families and local priests.

Similar to other regional and global experiences, Brazilian society has become increasingly individualistic and dysfunctional because of mass consumption pressures (which accelerated after inflation controls were introduced in 1994, resulting in relatively cheaper imports due to a stronger currency, the Real) and the growing role played by fundamentalist groups and evangelical churches with a message of individualism and a focus on personal success (as well as condemnation of central elements of Guarani-Kaiowa identity). The sense of a shared social purpose has been eroded by the combined forces of conservatism, individualism and privatisation that have challenged the role of the state as protector and ultimate provider. Very few people have been directly involved in the physical elimination of indigenous persons, but
large sections of the population have been indirectly complicit in perpetuating anti-indigenous
trends and have indirectly contributed to indigenous genocides including Kaiowcide. Regional
development and agribusiness in Mato Grosso do Sul have been established through
productivist, short-lived economic goals, while most of local society has tended to be intolerant
towards ethnic diversity and the conservation of ecosystems (both considered superfluous and
unimportant), all of which has been instrumental for the advance of Kaiowcide. All these
embarrassing abhorrent trends became even more pertinent after the election of Bolsonaro, who
at last provided a ‘legitimate’ reason for the violence and elitism of the agribusiness economy. These broad tendencies that underpin the process of Kaiowcide and its evolution will be
examined in more detail below. The three main phases of Kaiowcide are connected to wider
genocides pressures, as well as to national politics and related developments on the ground.

A Lived Genocide: The Offspring of Kaiowcide

In the previous sections it was argued that Kaiowcide is, effectively, the most recent
phase of a long genocidal process that has, since the seventeenth century, attempted to destroy
the Guarani-Kaiowa people and significantly destabilised their socio-spatiality through invasions,
enslavement and persecution. Kaiowcide is the reincarnation and revival of an old genocidal
practice. While the focus in recent years may have shifted from assimilation and confinement to
abandonment and confrontation, there remains the same intention to destabilise and eliminate
the original inhabitants of the land through the asphyxiation of their religion, identity and,
ultimately, geography. Like the motto ‘kill the Indian, save the man’, used to try to complete the
unfinished eradication of indigenous tribes in North America, in the State of Mato Grosso do
Sul the rationale of Kaiowcide is ‘undermine, reject and, if necessary, kill or imprison the
troublemakers.’ Behind As a background to the actual genocide, the trend of aggression and
world robbery – defined here as geocide – intensified in the second half of the last century and
produced multiple consequences at individual and community levels, including severe mental
health issues, alcoholism, domestic violence and high levels of suicide. When it became evident
that the government would continue to prevaricate, the collective decision was made to start a
coordinated reoccupation of ancestral areas lost to development [via difficult and painful
retomadas], which triggered a corresponding reaction from farmers and the authorities in the
format and language of Kaiowcide. In practice, this means that in addition to the obstacles faced
by any subaltern class or social group in the highly unequal, racist and conservative society of
Brazil, the Guarani-Kaiowa also face the monumental challenge of continuing the fight to recover their land in order to rebuild basic socio-spatial relationships in the midst of a genocide.

Because of the multiple difficulties within communities and beyond the small spaces where they live, where their ethnicity is at least respected and cherished, the Guarani-Kaiowa are relentlessly propelled into a daily anti-genocidal struggle for social and physical survival. In the words of Quijano, they constantly have to be “what they are not”, that is, there are major barriers to acceptance for their ethnic specificities and their most fundamental needs as a distinctive social group. Regular murders of Guarani-Kaiowa, both during the retomadas and in isolated hostilities, have become so common that many incidents now do not even make the headlines. Between 2003 and 2017, around 45% of the homicides involving indigenous victims in Brazil were committed in Mato Grosso do Sul (461 in total), and 95% of these were Guarani people. In the same period, 813 indigenous suicides were registered in the State. This means that through suicides and murders alone, around 3% of the Guarani-Kaiowa population was eliminated in less than 15 years. When other causes of death are factored in, such as loss of life due to hunger, malnutrition and food insecurity, poor sanitation, lack of safe water, drug use and acute mental health problems, among others, it is not difficult to perceive the widespread impact of genocide in Guarani communities and settlements. There is palpable apprehension in the air over the feeling that the entire population is under attack and their future being compromised day by day. Kaiowcide is social, psychological, biophysical and existential.

Unlike sister indigenous groups in the Amazon and other parts of Mato Grosso, who fight for the preservation of ecosystems and resources in areas that are relatively consolidated and accepted as ethnic territories (although under renewed attacks and government-supported invasions since 2019), the Guarani-Kaiowa are still in the early stages of the struggle to retake their land from hostile farmers. In the meantime, there is a need to subsist in very difficult material conditions, with almost no hunting or fish left, and limited land and resources to practice agriculture. Hunger and unemployment thrive among a social group living in the middle of what is basically a vast soyscape (the landscape of soybean farms, as well as other crops) established over land ‘borrowed’ from them. The everyday life of most people takes place in a fuzzy, bewildering space between the concrete losses of the present and the uncertain configuration of the future. This leaves more than 50,000 people cornered in an impossible situation and obliges them to become more and more indigenous in order to survive, but the hegemonic reaction of the non-indigenous society is to make them less and less human. Most indigenous individuals, even many of those living in the reservations, long to return to the land of their parents and grandparents. Even those who seem largely integrated in the non-indigenous
world cultivate the memory and existential reference of the land lost to mainstream development. The general feeling is like being in the intermezzo of a turbulent ordeal that has lasted several decades and will hopefully be resolved, one glorious day, with the return to the area from where the family was expelled.

Although from the perspective of Guarani-Kaiowa geography itself the boundaries of their land are not absolute but associated with the long and dynamic presence of extended families in the terrain, non-indigenous institutions have imposed borders and fences in the name of national sovereignty and the sanctity of private rural properties. Because of the need to present their claims before the apparatus of an antagonistic state, their idiosyncratic understanding of space had to be translated into objectivity-seeking maps, anthropological surveys and legally valid proof of socio-spatial connections. All these legal and bureaucratic requisites mean that only the areas with the most compelling evidence of recent indigenous presence have even a minimal chance of being returned to the indigenous claimants. These are the most significant areas under dispute, or which already have some level of regularisation. Note that, despite the violence and the genocide, the indigenous demands are relatively small in relation to the total size of the region. Note also that, even if all those areas are one day restored to the original inhabitants (as stipulated in the legislation), it will remain a true archipelago of isolated indigenous ‘islands’ in a sea of hostile agribusiness activity. In any case, most areas in this image, especially the largest ones, are merely aspirational, as they are still controlled by the farmers and their return blocked by the courts.

Such a dialectic of forced invisibility and immanent protagonism has ethnicity as a central, but highly contested, category. Rather than separating indigenous people into an entirely distinct politico-economic condition, ethnicity influences land and labour relations (i.e. facilitating land grabbing and the over-exploitation of labour-power) and also the mechanism of adaptation and political reaction. Thus, there exists a crucial tension between an identity that is tolerated by the stronger groups only inasmuch as it increases economic gains, and a disruptive alterity that rejects exploitation and is constantly revitalised by the ethnospatial practices of the Guarani-Kaiowa. This lived reality defies any simplistic politico-economic categorisation. The prejudices of the non-indigenous sectors give rise to concrete forms of exploitation and, not infrequently, hyper-exploitation in the form of modern slavery. In July 2020, right in the middle of the Covid-19 pandemic, a group of 24 Guarani labourers, four of whom were aged only 15, and their families, including six young children, were freed by the authorities after secretly contacting an indigenous community leader. The group had been forced to stay on the farm because of unpaid debts and had to live in miserable conditions, sleeping on thin and dirty
mattresses in minuscule, cold rooms, with appalling kitchen and toilet facilities. Criminal cases involving modern slavery have been common since the 1990s, when enslaved people were frequently rescued from sugar cane plants; on one occasion, around 900 people were liberated in a single day. In a context of sustained transgressions committed by public authorities and businesses, Kaiowcide continues to unfold through an accumulation of anti-indigenous pressures that go beyond land-related controversies to include a whole range of ethnic-related aggressions.

The most relevant form of resistance and reaction to such a genocidal state of affairs is, clearly, the mobilisation for the retaking of indigenous areas – retomadas – which involves not only the material dimension of land but is also a source of collective hope and reinforces a sense of joint political purpose. If the reoccupation of farmland became even more dangerous after the election of the openly fascist and pro-indigenous genocide government in 2018, this has not curbed the determination to demand that the state resolve the dispute and allow the indigenous families to return to the land of their ancestors. The main pillar of the land recovery action by the Guarani-Kaiowa is their awareness that politics must be a shared endeavour that presupposes interpersonal reciprocity. This turns individual land recovery actions into a collective territorial strategy because of the common will to be recognised as a distinctive and valued social group. In that regard, the Guarani-Kaiowa are in a position of strength, because their life is intensely based on social interaction, particularly among members of the same extended family. The long road back to their ancestral areas typically ends with an intense and mixed feeling of achievement, loss and realisation of what comes next.

Indigenous genocide is the forename, surname and address of agrarian capitalism and rural development in Mato Grosso do Sul. In recent decades and since the reorganisation of the State as a self-governing member of the Brazilian federation in 1978, the last round of genocidal action came in the form of Kaiowcide, that is, a coordinated, cross-scale reaction against the well-organised mobilisation for land rights and material compensation for past aggression. Previous phases of genocide resulted in the tragic disintegration of lived, ethnic-referenced spaces [tekoha] and the confinement of the Guarani-Kaiowa in overcrowded sites with the worst social indicators in Brazil and unimaginable levels of human misery. When the Guarani-Kaiowa sensed that their total annihilation was the shared plan of farmers, businesspeople and the government, they started to organise large assemblies [Aty Guasu] to better connect with other indigenous peoples, campaign for political recognition, send their children and young people to school and university, and take back areas from where the elders and deceased ancestors had been expelled. Because the powerful sectors in Brazilian society only use genocidal language to communicate with indigenous peoples, once the Guarani-Kaiowa began confronting and
denouncing the illegitimate order, the authorities put into practice what they were already experts at: a new genocide in the form of Kaiowcide. If the Guarani-Kaiowa believed from the 1970s that they could recover from the tragic legacy of previous genocides, they only received what the powerful decided was right for agribusiness-based development: more destruction, persecution and death.

The above discussion has presented the genocidal tragedy but also the defiant political struggle of the Guarani-Kaiowa, a group that is desperately trying to resist and overcome genocidal pressures associated with agribusiness-based development, using this experience to provide a heuristic account of the importance of political ontology as a tool for interrogating the impacts of Western modernity and its socio-spatial legacy. The Guarani-Kaiowa had to be partially assimilated and their social institutions severely undermined so that they could be exploited through depersonalised market-based relations. Socio-spatial differences were manipulated to render them invisible from a development perspective and to justify the appropriation of indigenous land and other illegal and racist practices by the state and business sector. At the same time, the Guarani-Kaiowa’s own singularisation is their best hope of resistance and the main force that allows them to continue hoping for a better life under a different world order. Meaningful social justice requires a shift to moral inclusion, what needs to be promoted and sustained at all levels and locations to avoid recreating injustices.

The refutation of the reductionism of a single, given reality of the world represents an ontological political practice based on the political dimension of ontology and on the ontological dimension of politics. The reconstruction of their socio-spatial settings is also a form of resistance against labour exploitation, the alienating influence of evangelical churches and the homogenising pressures of urban pop culture.

An indigenous genocide such as Kaiowcide cannot be judged in terms of the number of people, the extension of reservations, seats in the parliament or media coverage, but must first and foremost be judged by the monstrousness of past and present relations between ‘Indians and non-Indians’, which continue to be based on violence, neglect and racism. If the indigenous problematic is important and disturbing, more important still is the prospect of the ‘Indian-political’ widening their role in local and national politics. This threat or hope, depending on how one perceives it, is like a shadow hanging over the Brazilian national government and sectors of civil society, because the indigenous list of demands and their higher moral ground is clear, as much as their ability to forge alliances and subvert the orderly flow of public affairs. But the identity of the ‘Indian-political’ is constituted through the struggle and becomes more powerful the more they know about their condition and are able to reclaim (affirm) their cultural life.
There is a profound politics of identity based on the understanding that ethnic and cultural identification is neither immutable nor essentialist, but subject to various influences and fraught with internal tensions. The ‘Indian-political’ is not necessarily coherent and does not have a fixed, unchangeable goal, but is able to creatively learn from acts of mobilisation, confrontation and negotiation. The Guarani-Kaiowa are already doing this extremely well, even at the cost of devastating sacrifices made by many for a few, but tangible, accomplishments. The land struggle has caused considerable distress and internal tensions, but it has also strengthened the internal ability of the Guarani-Kaiowa to negotiate, take action and live through, aiming to end, Kaiowcid.


\(\text{\textsuperscript{ii}}\) Reported by the Brazilian newspaper ‘O Estado de São Paulo’, 1 May 2019.
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